Modifications of lipid structure and their influence on mesomorphism in model membranes: the influence of hydrocarbon chains.
The influence of hydrocarbon chains on the temperature (TG-LC) of the gel to liquid-crystalline phase transition of model membranes has been investigated over an extensive variety of phosphatidylcholines (PC). The TG-LC is dependent upon the length of the hydrocarbon chains, on whether or not the chains are saturated or have been modified in some way, and on the position of any modification along the chain. For PC having two different acyl chains (heteroacid PC) in the sn-1 and sn-2 positions, the TG-LC is dependent on the chain position and on the inequivalence of chain penetration into the bilayer. Positional isomers of PC have different TG-LC. The first two double bonds introduced in each chain of a PC cause a much greater reduction in TG-LC and in the enthalpy change of the transition than does the subsequent introduction of additional double bonds. Dipolyunsaturated PC have uncooperative (broad) transitions that occur at low temperatures and have small enthalpy changes. While each PC has unique transitional characteristics, there are a number of patterns in the TG-LC which emerge on consideration of all the available data. One such pattern may be useful in predicting TG-LC from analytical data on the composition and positions of acyl chains of various lipids.